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Q. What IS the carbon counter?

A.  We believe the Carbon Counter is the world’s first and only scientifically 
valid, real-time display of the estimated running total amount of long-lived 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The counter displays the estimated 
current atmospheric quantities of greenhouse gases and shows how 
quickly these quantities are increasing.

      Deutsche Asset Management—one of the world’s leading climate-change 
investors—worked with a team of scientists at MIT (Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology) to develop the algorithm behind the real-time display.

Q. What eXactLY IS the carbon counter countInG?

A.  All major, long-lived greenhouse gases regulated under the Kyoto and 
Montreal Protocols (24 gases) are included in the measurement. Ozone 
and aerosols are not included in the measurement.

Q. Where are theY GettInG theIr Data?

A.  Carbon-dioxide data comes from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA). Non-CO2 data are from NASA’s Advanced Global 
Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE).

Q. What ProDuceS the GaSeS beInG MeaSureD bY the carbon counter?

A.  Human activity since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution has produced most of the increases in the 
gases being measured by the Carbon Counter. Natural sources of the gases include forest fires, volcanic 
activity, wetlands, and soils. Fossil fuel use in the power, transport, industrial, commercial sectors and land use, 
agriculture, and waste management are major human activities that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions.

Q. hoW oFten are the Data uPDateD?

A.  The display shows the real-time change between the starting and ending values received from MIT every month. 
The sign updates its display every tenth of a second.

Q. WhoSe IDea WaS the carbon counter?

A.  Global Head of Deutsche Asset Management (DeAM) Kevin Parker conceptualized the Carbon Counter initiative 
more than a year ago.

Q. What WaS DeaM’S IntereSt In LaunchInG the carbon counter?

A.  Deutsche Asset Management is seeking to raise public awareness of climate change. As investors, we know the 
importance of measurement so that we can track progress. Our approach is to start by understanding the quantity 
of long-lived greenhouse gases that are building up in the world’s atmosphere and are leading to global warming.
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Q.  IS thIS bILLboarD JuSt a bIG aDVertISeMent For DeutSche banK cLIMate chanGe aDVISorS 
(Dbcca)?

A.  Our goal is to enhance public awareness by creating a public carbon counter for display in New York City and on 
the Web globally. The Carbon Counter and “Know the Number” campaign are part of a groundbreaking climate-
change awareness and education initiative.

   The project underscores DeAM’s firm commitment to developing climate-change-focused investment 
strategies.

Q. What eXactLY DoeS DeaM ProPoSe the PubLIc Do about “the nuMber”?

A.  We believe that a greater awareness of the climate change problem will help to change people’s attitudes. We 
also accept that the science is conclusive, and that a low-carbon economy is essential.

   The carbon counter website also has a variety of suggestions on how individuals can help measure and decrease 
their carbon footprint at home, at work, or while traveling. See www.know-the-number.com for the section 
labeled “What you can do” for more information, including a carbon-footprint calculator.

Q.  hoW Much MoneY DoeS DeaM currentLY haVe InVeSteD In cLIMate chanGe buSIneSSeS? 
What IS DeaM’S GLobaL auM?

A.  Deutsche Asset Management is one of the leading climate change investors in the world, with approximately $5.25 
billion under management as of June 2009. As of June 2009, total AuM for DeAM is more than $460 billion.

Q. Where IS the carbon counter LocateD? WhY DID You chooSe that LocatIon?

A.  The sign is located adjacent to Madison Square Garden and Penn Station at the intersection of Seventh Avenue 
and 33rd Street in New York City. This location is a high-visibility property with over 500,000 commuters per day 
passing through this central hub, which is also home to major business, sports events, transportation and retail. 
It is also well illuminated. 

Q. IS the SIGn carbon neutraL?

A.  The Carbon Counter is carbon neutral, using guaranteed CERs (low risk carbon credits) to offset its energy use. 
These are the same robust, UN-approved carbon offsets that Deutsche Bank is using as part of its carbon-
neutrality initiative. Guaranteed secondary CERs are low-risk carbon credits, where other parties take on non-
delivery risk. Further, the digital numbers are generated by low-energy LEDs (light emitting diodes).

Q. hoW LonG WILL the SIGn reMaIn In PLace?

A. The current contract allows the sign to remain in place for the next three years. 

Q. hoW bIG IS the SIGn?

A. The sign is nearly 70 feet tall by 37 feet wide. 

Q.  WhY DID You Put It here When You are a GerMan coMPanY? WhY not FranKFurt or 
LonDon? Do You PLan to erect More counterS In other GLobaL LocatIonS?

A.  DeAM is headquartered in New York, and we believed that a sign located in the heart of Manhattan would 
receive massive global attention.
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Q.  What SortS oF technoLoGIeS DoeS DeaM thInK rePreSent the MoSt ProMISInG SoLutIonS 
to the cLIMate-chanGe ProbLeM?

A.  Our climate-change universe covers the following sectors, per our Investing in Climate Change 2009 paper, 
which is available on the website, www.know-the-number.com :

Q.  hoW Much MoneY IS neeDeD to SoLVe the ProbLeM oF GLobaL WarMInG?

A.  Based on surveys of market forecasts, Deutsche Bank Climate Change Advisors believes that to reduce 
greenhouse gases to required levels will require hundreds of billions of dollars of investments per annum over 
the next forty years.

Q.  WhY can’t GoVernMentS FunD the SoLutIonS to GLobaL WarMInG on theIr oWn?

A.  The enormity of the challenge and the scale of investment required mean there must be a partnership between 
public and private sectors: Government will need to set the direction and provide incentives to the capital markets 
to get them engaged. Government action is essential to set the rules and regulatory structures necessary to limit 
emissions and foster alternative forms of energy and other climate-change industries. Decisive public-sector 
action will give investors in the private sector the price signals and confidence they need to invest. 

Q.  hoW Much MoneY IS currentLY beInG InVeSteD In the cLIMate chanGe SPace?

A.  According to New Energy Finance, a total of $155 billion was invested worldwide in renewable energy in 2008, 
with wind attracting the highest investments at $51.8 billion, followed by solar at $33.5 billion, and biofuels at 
$16.9 billion. The total for 2008 is four times the investments made in renewable energy in 2004, though there is 
a decline of 53% in the first quarter of 2009, with $13.3 billion invested in renewable energy so far this year.
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Q.  What is Deutsche bank doing to solve the problem of climate change?

   Since June 2008 the Bank has also been raising environmental awareness among its nearly 80,000 employees 
around the world, providing them with regular information on energy, water and paper conservation and 
environmentally sound methods of waste disposal.

   Procuring renewable energy is one element of our overall global sustainability initiative. Deutsche Bank 
believes sustainability means future viability—with the aim of ensuring that future generations enjoy a healthy 
environment, as well as stable economic and social conditions. We are committed to this guiding principle.

   Under the leadership of Chairman of the Management Board and Group Executive Committee Dr. Josef 
Ackermann, Deutsche Bank has committed to reduce its global carbon footprint by 20 percent every year, 
compared to its 2007 base year, in order to neutralize CO2 emissions of its worldwide operations by 2013. The 
Bank plans to reduce its carbon emissions through sustainable improvements in the energy efficiency of its 
buildings and technology infrastructure, greater use of renewable energy sources, as well as the purchase of 
emission certificates to offset any remaining CO2 emissions. 

   Deutsche Bank is driven by the vision of becoming the world’s leading company on the climate-protection front. 
It is committed to the principles of sustainability (harmonizing economy, ecology and society). By strategically 
linking and integrating sustainability management in the Group-wide “Environmental Steering Committee” 
and the “Group Reputational Risk Committee,” Deutsche Bank has established benchmarks for securing 
sustainability requirements in all business activities.

I-012182-1.0 The information herein is believed by Deutsche Bank to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable, but 
Deutsche Bank makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. 

Opinions, estimates and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of Deutsche Bank and are subject to change without notice. Deutsche Bank has no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to 
otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 
subsequently becomes inaccurate, or if research on the subject company is withdrawn.
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For more information on the Deutsche Bank Group’s efforts, please visit www.db.com


